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Darkly Mirror

Darkly Mirror

Ø: 20 cm / 7,9"

D: 6,2 cm / 2,4"

Product Type
Mirror

Production Process

Ø: 40 cm / 15,7"

D: 12 cm / 4,7"

The base is made by spun Aluminum or solid
Brass: both materials are non treated and
will oxidize over time. To maintain a shiny
appearance, use a mild metal polish and a
soft cloth.

Dimensions (cm / in)
Small
Ø: 20 cm / 7,9"
D: 6,2 cm / 2,4"

Medium
Ø: 40 cm / 15,7"
D: 12 cm / 4,7"

Large

Ø: 60 cm /23,6"

D: 18,6 cm / 7,3"

Ø: 60 cm / 23,6"
D: 18,6 cm / 7,3"
Darkly Mirror is an exploration of the history of human beings’ relationship with the reflected
Materials

image. Some historians believe that the earliest mirrors may have been small ceramic bowls

Aluminum, Glass Mirror or

filled with water used during the late Stone Age. The fact that no specific evidence exists to

Solid Brass, Glass Mirror

support the theory fascinates designer Nick Ross, whose Darkly Mirror for MENU takes inspi-
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ration from the ceramic bowls. “That it cannot be proven adds to the object’s mystery. Is this a
Colours

new object, or an old one reinvented? I wanted to take this notion and create a modern object

Aluminium or Brass

which questioned its possible past and its relation to ‘the self’.”

Care Instructions

About the Designer

To clean, simply wipe with a soft dry cloth.

Scottish designer Nick Ross graduated with an MA in Interior Architecture and Furniture De-

Do not use any cleaners with chemicals,

sign from Konstfack University in Stockholm, Sweden in 2013. After working as an assis- tant

solvents, or harsh abrasives.

to Matti Klenell, he founded his studio in early 2014. He lives and works in Stockholm.

Darkly Mirror, Small

Aluminium
8011009

Brass
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8011839

Darkly Mirror, Medium

Aluminium
8010009

Brass
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8010839

Darkly Mirror, Large

Aluminium
8012009

Brass
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8012839

